Stradbroke Music Challenges
Listen

Sing

Create

Sing a song while you clap hands
with someone in your house—search
clapping games for ideas. Can you
keep a steady beat?

Learn a song to match a topic you’ve Make an instrument from something Tune in to Classic FM or Scala Radio
studied this year—it could be an al- you find around the house. Perform a and draw a picture to match the music you listen to.
phabet song for phonics, Popocatepetl song using your instrument.
for the Y3s, etc. Record your performance and send it to cheer up someone up, or share it with us on Twitter.

Listen

Compose

Create

Research

Say and clap your first name, then
your last name. Do this for everyone
in your house (including your pets).
Who has the most sounds in their
name? Who has the least?

Read your favourite book and create
sound effects to go with it, from anything you can find around the house
or garden. Can you record your ideas
in a visual score?

Draw a picture of an instrument from
the future. Annotate the different
parts, and don’t forget to explain how
to play it.

Find a story that links to music—it
could be one where someone sings in
it, or plays an instrument, or one
where the story has been used to inspire someone else’s composition

Listen

Research

Listen

Compose

Play the Find The Egg Game. It’s like
Hot/Cold except when the seeker is
far away, clap slowly and softly. As
they move closer, clap quicker and
louder. No speaking allowed!

Create patterns using rectangles and
squares. A long rectangle is long and
a square is short. ie.

Research

Find a nice sitting spot outside. Draw Who in your family has learnt to play
a picture of three things you hear a musical instrument? It might have
that are making musical sounds.
been a long time ago! Conduct your
research by phone, email, etc.

Listen

long long short short long

Create

Create

Sing

Find a piece of music which tells a
story, (e.g. Fantasia The Sorcerer's
Apprentice on you tube) and tell the
story in words or pictures

Fill up glasses with different volumes
of water, how many different notes
can you make?

Learn to sing the English national an- How many different instruments can
them for the VE Day anniversary.
you name? Which group would they
belong to (woodwind, percussion,
strings, brass)? How many more can
you find?

Don’t forget to shout about your super learning –
tweet your teacher, and @MrsWStradbroke

